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Cancer - Karka - Moon Sign - 2024 - Jyotish Forecast.

The health will generally be good but health precautions are still advisable. There are high
chances of injuries and vehicular mishaps in 2024. Karka Rashi people will progress quite well
in their jobs. Income, investments and wealth will be good in 2024. In business too, the growth
and success will be as desired. Cancer Moon Sign people will travel far and wide quite
frequently in 2024. There will be secret love affairs. 2024 is a good year for getting married. The
existing romantic and marital relationships could be affected negatively.     
HEALTH: Health prospects for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born people:

There will be several short term and low intensity health issues in 2024, for most Cancer Moon
Sign people. But, for some Karka Rashi people who have not been careful about their health in
recent years, 2024 can mark the beginning of some long term and serious health problems.
These health problems could be related to digestion, bones, joints, kidneys, genitals, lower
intestines and nervous system. These ailments will be directly related to the lifestyle of Karka
Rashi people. So, a strict control over the food and lifestyle will be required by the Cancer Moon
Sign people to stay healthy in 2024. 
This year, the Cancer Moon Sign people will be highly vulnerable to injuries and accidents. The
injuries could be serious and could take much longer than expected time to recover from. So,
Karka Rashi people are advised to desist from taking part in activities which can cause serious
injuries. The highest chances of injuries are in January, March, April, October, November and
December 2024. It has been observed that whenever the risk of injuries is high the individual
starts being more reckless, impatient and overconfident and somehow ends up doing things
which can cause physical injuries. So, a conscious effort should be made to stay away from
such risk behaviour and activities.  

JOB: Job prospects for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born people: 
Now, when Rahu is out of the house of profession in the horoscopes of Cancer Moon Sign
employees, they will feel much relief from the work related stress and worries. They themselves
will be calmer and patient about their work and this will bring some unexpectedly positive gains
too. There are high chances of promotions, increment in salary and better job offers, for Karka
Rashi employees, in 2024. Almost all Cancer Moon Sign employees will get such benefits in
their jobs in 2024. But, for some Karka Rashi employees, 2024 could bring some big changes
which could be finally quitting the job to start own work or business or finding another job in a
totally unrelated field. This could happen in the first four months of 2024.
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In 2024, the Karka Rashi employees who are in the jobs related to Education, Law, Religion,
Travels, Spirituality, Alternative medicine, Yoga, Occult, Mining, Archaeology, Security and
Paramedic services, will experience slightly better growth and progress in their careers as
compared to the other Cancer Moon Sign employees. Almost all Karka Rashi employees will
have good relations with their bosses. Those Karka Rashi people who are trying to find work in
a foreign country will be able to do so in 2024. 

BUSINESS: Business prospects for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born people:
Business will flourish, expand, diversify and will give good profits too, in 2024. Cancer Moon
Sign entrepreneurs will experience great growth in their enterprises, and, this will come as a big
relief after the stress and uncertainties of past two years. Karka Rashi entrepreneurs will travel
far and wide to do business and they will gain the most from businesses related to other cities
or other countries, in 2024. The costs of business will be much under control and the profits will
increase quite satisfactorily. 
Most Cancer Moon Sign businesspersons will start new business ventures in 2024, while
continuing their existing businesses too. In 2024, even though all Karka Rashi entrepreneurs
will enjoy benefits related to growth in business, the Cancer Moon Sign businesspersons in
industries related to Medicine, Pharma, Mining, Metallurgy, Travels, Tourism, Education,
Training, Security, Investigation, Legal services, and, Religious services, will gain the most from
the favourable transit of planets. 
In 2024, the safety and security of the business assets and premises should be the top priority
of all Karka Rashi businesspersons as there are high chances of physical damages due to
man-made or natural calamities and also of other unexpected losses related to business. The
highest risk of such losses is in January, March and April 2024. 

EDUCATION: Education prospects for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born people:
For most Cancer Moon Sign students, there will be good progress in their regular studies, in
2024. The full year 2024 is favourable for them for studies, admissions in good educational
institutions, success in important examinations, and, for pursuing more than one study courses
at the same time. 2024 is also quite favourable for those Karka Rashi students who are aiming
to study in foreign universities, or, in educational institutions in distant cities in their own
countries. 
The Cancer Moon Sign students will generally have good focus, dedication and discipline
regarding their studies, in 2024. The only setbacks in their studies could be due to matters of
heart, health problems or injuries. So, if the Karka Rashi students are able to avoid such
situations then they will be able to easily accomplish whatever they aim to do regarding their
education, in 2024. 
This year, the Karka Rashi students who are studying subjects related to History, Foreign
relations, Travel, Tourism, Hospitality, Surgery, Education, Law, Philosophy, Politics,
Archaeology, Geology, Astrology and Occult, will have an edge over those Cancer Moon Sign
students who are studying other subjects, in terms of progress and success in academics. 

WEALTH: Wealth prospects for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born people: 
The income, savings and investments, all will be quite satisfactory for Cancer Moon Sign
people, in 2024. The regular income will increase and the investments done in the part will give
good returns too. This will prompt Karka Rashi people to increase their savings and investments
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to be financially more stable. In 2024, many Cancer Moon Sign people will gain money or other
assets through inheritance or as gifts from their in-laws. Such gains will happen in quite
surprising ways. 
There will not be any major expenses in 2024, but Karka Rashi people could be spending some
money on travels, work, religious activities, health and studies. There can be some unexpected
financial losses in February, March and April 2024. So, in these three months of 2024 Karka
Rashi people should not invest any big amounts in any new investment options, and, should not
buy anything unusually expensive. They should also desist from giving loans to people during
these three months. 
REAL ESTATE: Property related prospects for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born

people:
There are different positive yogas in 2024 for dealing in residential and commercial properties.
January, February, July, August, and October 2024 are suitable for buying or selling residential
properties. These months are good for shifting to new homes too. For commercial real estate,
June, July, November and December 2024 are much more favourable months than other
months of 2024. This year, many Karka Rashi people will buy new residential or commercial
properties, or, will get renovations or interior work done in their existing properties. 
Some Cancer Moon Sign people, who can afford to do so, will sell off their existing real estate
and will re-invest in properties in other countries, in 2024. They could also be investing in more
than one such properties. There could be some initial and unexpected hitches when trying to do
so. Also, when investing in properties in other cities or countries, Karka Rashi people should do
proper research and homework about such investment options, as there are high chances of
getting trapped in fraud and shady real estate deals in distant lands. 

VEHICLE: Prospects related to vehicles for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born
people:
Cancer Moon Sign people should not buy any new vehicles in February and March 2024. The
best time to buy new vehicles, for Karka Rashi people, is in January, August, October and
December 2024. This is applicable to both personal and commercial vehicles. There will be
numerous occasions in 2024 when Cancer Moon Sign people will be tempted to buy expensive
vehicles for personal use, but it is advisable for them to be more patient and wait for the right
month to buy any vehicles. This year, Karka Rashi people should not drive Black, Grey, Dark
Blue and Dark Brown coloured vehicles. The positive colours for them, regarding vehicles, are
White, Yellow, Light Blue, Golden and Silver. 
Karka Rashi people must drive extra carefully and with full alertness, in 2024. There are
extremely high chances of vehicular mishaps and accidents this year. The months when such
risk is at its highest are February, March, April, May, November and December 2024. Cancer
Moon Sign people should ensure that their vehicles are in good condition, serviced properly,
and, the vehicle insurance is done properly too. Any negligence of these essential things can
result in big damages to self, others and the vehicles, and, can create legal hassles too. 

LOVE: Love and Romance prospects for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born
people:
In 2024, Cancer Moon Sign people will be more inclined to have secret love affairs, that too,
multiple love affairs at the same time. Their existing love relationships will develop serious
issues of mistrust and there will be a lot of conflicts too. This could happen due to the
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clandestine liaisons of Cancer Moon Sign people or such secret affairs could be a result of
dissatisfactions in their existing romantic relationships. The love life of Karka Rashi people will
not be peaceful, in 2024. There will be a lot of adventure, thrill, fireworks and emotional dramas.

Many Cancer Moon Sign people will find love in distant cities or in other countries, through their
travels, work or through social media. In 2024, many such relationships will remain long
distance affairs only. And, most of such relationships will die down before the end of this year.
Some of these dead flames will be rekindled in the second half of 2025.

MARRIAGE: Marriage prospects for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born people: 
January, February, October, November and December 2024 are quite auspicious months for
Cancer Moon Sign people for getting engaged or married. Out of these five months, October,
November and December are the most favourable months for these purposes. This year, Karka
Rashi people should not organize any marriage related functions or ceremonies in April, May,
June and July. There could be some unexpected problems and the functions and ceremonies
could end up as expensive disasters instead of being 'once in a lifetime' kind of happy events. 
Some Cancer Moon Sign people could up being secretly married or engaged, keeping it a low
key affair. In 2024, the chances of marital conflicts, extra-marital affairs, separation and divorce,
are quite high for those Karka Rashi people who are already in disturbed marriages. Such
problems could intensify greatly in February, March and April 2024. Also, in other marriages too,
the health, safety and behaviour of the spouse could create serious worries for the Cancer
Moon Sign people. 

FAMILY: Prospects related to family and relatives for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon
sign born people:
The children and other dependents of Cancer Moon Sign people will do well in their respective
areas of studies and professions. There will not be any major causes of worries about the
children in 2024. With their siblings too, Karka Rashi people will have good rapport and good
relations this year, but, with one of the younger siblings there can be some short term but
intense disagreements over some trivial matters. With other relatives and members of the
extended family, Cancer Moon Sign people will generally have good relations in 2024. 
The worries about the health, behaviour and welfare of the parents which had increased in last
two years will go down considerably in 2024. Gradually, the relations with the parents will be
much happier and by the end of April 2024, the mutual relations will be back to normal. But, the
health of the mother may still cause concerns a few times, mainly from April to July, in 2024. 

TRAVEL: Travel prospects for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born people:
There will be numerous unplanned travels, both short distance and long distance, for Cancer
Moon Sign people, in 2024. The desire to travel will be at an all-time high in the hearts of Karka
Rashi people, but they will somehow not be able to plan their journeys well in advance. Most of
the times, they may have to decide at very short notice if they are going on a journey or not.
But, most of the travels of Cancer Moon Sign people in 2024 will be enjoyable, adventurous,
useful, and, they will gain professionally and financially too through their travels. 
Most of the travels of Karka Rashi people in 2024 will be primarily for business but on all their
travels they will be able to take time out for pleasure, sightseeing and for enjoying a short
holiday too. Similarly, even on their trips which are meant to be for spending time with family, or
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for holidaying, the Cancer Moon Sign people will be able to some things which will be
professionally useful. Many Karka Rashi people who are trying to move abroad for long term will
be able to do so in 2024.  
REMEDIES: Jyotish remedies for 2024 for Cancer or Karka moon sign born people:

Cancer Moon Sign people can wear Yellow Sapphires as gemstones for Jupiter, in 2024. The
best months for Karka Rashi people for wearing Yellow Sapphires, are February, March,
September, October and December 2024. This gemstone will give Karka Rashi people benefits
related to health, foreign travels, education, wealth and confidence. Cancer Moon Sign people
can also wear Sindoori corals as gemstones for Mars, in rings or pendants, in February, June,
July and August 2024. 
In 2024, Cancer Moon Sign people should avoid using Black, Grey, Dark Blue, Violet, Purple
and Green in their clothes and other belongings. If they want to keep fasts they can do that on
Saturdays, as a remedy for Saturn. When fasting, they should have one proper meal during the
day and consume milk and fruits at other mealtimes. 

Jyotish Biz
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